Mechanical fixings and storm
safety of covering materials for roofs
and facades
We can offer you the most versatile clip range for fixing
small format covering materials and professional wind
uplift safety for roofs and facades in Europe.
All FOS products are made available through specialist
dealers and industrial partners.
Our quick and easy-to-use roofing tools on www.fos.de
will assist you with the topic of storm protection.
FOS ClipCHECK
With just a few clicks in our new product finder you can
determine the perfect clip for your object.
FOS CombiCHECK
The reverse search provides a list of cover materials you
can use with the clips you already have in stock.
Friedrich Ossenberg-Schule GmbH + Co KG
Amerikastraße 2
58675 Hemer
GERMANY
Tel. +49 (0) 2372. 558 99. 0
Fax +49 (0) 2372. 558 99. 99 90
info@fos.de
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Head clip
455

for Roman tiles

Roman tiles

Enquiries:
For which roof tiles are the 455 clips available?
The 455 is available in different designs for various
southern Roman tiles. The suitable clips can be quickly
ascertained with the FOS ClipCHECK on www.fos.de by
giving the field of application, the type of mounting, the
roof tile and the battens.
For which Roman tiles can I use the head clip 455?
Head clip 455 can be used for left and right-hand roof tiles
where the head covers the side fold.

Conclusion:
The benefits of the head clip 455 are:
Compliance with professional standards for
fixing Roman tiles on roof

Head clip
455
Application
Head clips 455 guarantee a high resistance against wind
uplift loads when fixing southern Roman tiles on the
roof.
Clip shape and installation
The jagged drive-in tip makes it easier to drive into
the batten. The beading optimisation provides a
strong hold. The 455 will fix three tiles in the four-tile
corner and is placed at the highest point of the tile.
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High uplift resistance
Various types, suitable for all kinds of
timber battens
Jagged drive-in tip
Reinforced beads provide better hold
Simple installation by hammering in
Small packaging quantities

Established FOS quality
Stainless steel BS 304 S 15 or ZIAL® (zinc aluminium)
coated surfaces guarantee long durability of the clip.
The 455 is patented internationally.
Packaging quantity
The small packaging sizes are very handy for repair
work, for example.
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Mediterranean, antique look on the roof.
The monk and nuns tiles with the high conical shape is characteristic
for roman tiles. The shape is used in warmer climates for keeping the
top of the roof space cooler. Due to its all-round interlocking ring, it
is suitable for more flat pitched roofs than the classic monk and nuns
tiles. The curved shape is a reminder of ancient architecture ...

